Call for applications for Erasmus+ exchange place and funding summer semester 2024 at the University of Tirana/Albania

What?
Apply by **18.08.2023** for an exchange place and Erasmus+ funding for a semester abroad at the University of Tirana/Albania in summer semester 2024

University’s website:  [https://unitir.edu.al/eng/](https://unitir.edu.al/eng/)
Course offer: [https://unitir.edu.al/incoming-erasmus-mobilities/](https://unitir.edu.al/incoming-erasmus-mobilities/)

Erasmus+ funding:
- 700 € monthly for stay
- 250 € one-time travel expenses
- (+) 250 € monthly additionally for participants with ‘fewer opportunites’, web: [mytuc.org/fzmp](http://mytuc.org/fzmp)

How?
Please send your application documents by **18.08.2023** as one PDF document by e-mail to [erasmus@tu-chemnitz.de](mailto:erasmus@tu-chemnitz.de)

- Motivation letter (1-1.5 pages, academic relevance for studies etc.)
- current Transcript of Records, current Certificate of Enrollment
- short CV
- Proof of language proficiency English – if applicable (certificate, High School Diploma (BA students only))
- if applicable: Declaration of Honour 'fewer opportunities’ ([mytuc.org/fzmp](http://mytuc.org/fzmp))

Within the framework of the available funding budget, applications are selected primarily on the basis of academic achievements to date, the comprehensibility of the presented academic and content-related relevance and motivation as well as the proofed language proficiency.

Important!
The call for applications is aimed exclusively at students of the institutes/departments:
- Institut für Europäische Studien und Geschichtswissenschaften
- Institute of English and American Studies
- Fachbereich Interkulturelle Kommunikation

Applications from the ‘fewer opportunities’ group of people ([mytuc.org/fzmp](http://mytuc.org/fzmp)) are explicitly supported (students: with child, with physical impairment (GdB 20 or more) or chronic illness, non-academic family background, students in employment).

Contact:
International Office (IUZ)
Oliver Sachs | [oliver.sachs@iuz.tu-chemnitz.de](mailto:oliver.sachs@iuz.tu-chemnitz.de) | 0371 531 37972